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ASA Corp. white-paper compares M1 native automation tools with Agilent 
N5467A Infiniium User-Defined Application software 

White-paper reveals differences of importance to teams that use more than a limited set 
of scope models from a single manufacturer, or that would benefit from access to a 
broader set of capabilities.    

Amherst, MA USA…. November 10, 2009 

 

Amherst Systems Associates Inc (ASA Corp.) today released a white paper comparing key contributions of 
their M1 Oscilloscope Tools native automation capabilities with those of Agilent's N5467A User-Defined 
Application software for automating measurement workflow that includes oscilloscopes.  

While both products can provide their users with useful automation functionality, M1's different approach to the 
product space yields a number of advantages over others that attempt to favor one brand of scope over 
another. The primary conclusions of the comparison reported in the document are: 
 

1. M1 is not constrained to working with only a subset of one manufacturer’s equipment as UDA is and 
that this is a critically important difference.  

2. M1 affords access to a significantly wider range of built-in analysis types.  

3. M1 provides an intuitive graphical environment for authoring of automations, as well as a means for 
deriving automations from actual measurement sessions.  

4. Acquisition and ownership costs of automating scope-based measurement workflow with M1 are 
significantly lower. 
 

 “M1’s unencumbered and easily scalable automation capabilities have been available to our customers since 
the release of M1 v4 in early 2005.” Mike Williams, President of ASA and Chief Product Designer of M1 OT, 
said. “That head start translates into a substantially more refined vision and capability set. I'm confident that 
any team with a need to automate scope-based measurement workflow will be dramatically better served by 
the rich, native capabilities of M1."  

Engineers interested in obtaining this comparison document can do so from: www.m1ot.com/automation.  

 

U.S. Availability and Pricing 

The capabilities discussed in this press release are native to M1 Oscilloscope Tools and M1 READER.  
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Both products are available immediately. M1OT is priced in the US from $995, depending upon the scope and 
M1 READER is priced at $250.   

For further information, please email ASA at mailto:info@amherst-systems.com or visit us on the web at 
www.m1ot.com for M1 in general, and www.m1ot.com/automation to request the white paper or learn more. .  

Photos of M1™ can be found at http://www.m1ot.com/press-photos    

 

About ASA Corp. 

ASA Corp. is an engineering/technology company focussed squarely on clock & timing engineering, and 
related measurement science. As an innovator and a leader in this field for the past 22 years, ASA has helped 
forge how clock & timing is done today, as well as contributing significantly to what future clock and 
measurement technologies will look like. ASA’s patented approach to analyzing jitter and timing in both clock 
and data-streams is instantiated in the M1™ product family, which has become the de facto standard for how 
high-precision timing is measured. The M1™ family of timing and jitter analysis tools is both the functionality 
and precision leader in every market segment in which it competes, and is the only tool which runs on the 
instruments of all of the major manufacturers. By combining unique know-how and experience with industry 
leading measurement products, ASA is in a unique position to deliver significant, genuine value to it’s hundreds 
of clients and partners worldwide.  
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